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My husband has been running a free 30-day trial of
Skype for business to talk to some remote customers

who are based in India. Unfortunately, one of my
customers didn't make it through. Their agent has
been watching the Skype session and has reported

back to my husband that my customer keeps saying
"your new girlfriend" to her. Is there any way to use

Skype to listen to (or, better yet, record) the
conversation in order to determine what my customer

actually said? Has anyone had experience in this?
Thanks! A: Skype is a VoIP application which means it
does VoIP over your TCP / IP network. Therefore you'll

need a VoIP compatible AV software which let you
record audio from Skype or even VLC Player

Furthermore a VoIP provider who allows using of
record your VoIP calls will let you record those calls
using their software. Skype itself only let you record

VoIP calls, but it's still possible with third party
software. Q: Setting up a SFService properly that will

allow a singleton pattern Background With the release
of iOS 7, Apple introduced their SFService-based

features. The general documentation provided along
with these services allows them to be used in a similar

way to a DAO/DDO (I'm pretty new to the iOS
development world, so I apologize if it's already been

discussed) and I really like the way they make the
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OAuth2 client framework easier to configure and use,
both in the SFSafariViewController and the

SFSafariViewControllerDelegate Protocol. The problem
I'm encountering now is that since the Delegate

Protocol requires a reference to the SFService object
that is the object that is calling the request, I can't get

it to work without having two SFService instances.
Design of a SFService A SFService can easily be

thought of as a General Purpose SObject. Using the
ISFStack example, we would have a SFServiceSObject

named "company" which would have 3 fields,
including an SObject Company. This would let us be

able to manipulate the Company record using a single
SFService instance. My problem arises when I try to

implement a Singleton pattern. Using the example of
the ISFStack example, the only SFService Singleton in
this case would be the SFService named " 6d1f23a050
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